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CRAFTSMAN'S CDRNFR. Ben Owen. WHEELS AND BRAKES. I received a call from a pilot who was having difficulty in holding her aircraft during run-ups past. 
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CRAFTSMAN'S CDRNFR Ben Owen



WHEELS AND BRAKES I received a call



had a Gerdes brake, which has a larger



from a pilot who was having difficulty in holding her aircraft during run-ups past about 1200 rpm. The



wheel piston, and reportedly could not be used with Cleveland and Rosenhan master



aircraft was equipped



be taxied 1,500 feet at approximately 1200



with heel brakes by Scott, similar to those used in the Piper Cub. The Scott heel brakes



rpm and held 5-10 mph with the brakes After



cylinders. Cleveland has a suggestion for conditioning the brake linings . . . the aircraft should



conditioning, the brake should hold the aircraft on a full power run-up. If not, I would suggest the conditioning was done improperly, or that you may have a mismatch from master cylinders to wheel cylinders As always, when buying look for package deals and compare prices. More on this subject next month.



are a low pressure system and are designed to operate with drum expander and other



drum brakes. This particular system was mismatched with Rosenhan wheels. The average person is estimated to be able to put 100 Ibs. of pressure on rudder



pedals or brakes. Of course, a larger pilot could put considerably more, and a smaller pilot somewhat less. Leverage and Hydraulic Power Transfer The Aero Sport series of aircraft uses a dimension from the brake pedal to the hinge of 3-3/4 inches. From the brake pedal itself,



the arm to the master cylinder is 1 -112 inches long. These are basically at right angles to each other, and develop a ratio of 2-1/2:1.



This leverage enables the 100 Ib. brake force from the pilot's foot to be converted into 250 Ibs. at the master cylinder. The brake pedal moves considerably more than the master



Ben Owen selected these Cleveland 5.00 x 5 wheels and brakes for his homebuitt. The axles are anodized for corrosion protection.



cylinder lever it actuates, by the laws of leverage.



The Cleveland master cylinder 10-5 has a 9/16th inch bore. The formula for a circular



area is: (pi) x Radius2. The area of this particular cylinder is .2485 sq. in., 250 lbs./.2485 sq. in. equals 1,006 p.s.i. of pressure running



through the line from the master cylinder to the wheel cylinder. The wheel cylinder on this particular Cleveland brake pad is 1-1/2 inches in



diameter. The area is 1.767 sq. in. at the wheel cylinder piston. The aforementioned



TYPE



BORE



PISTON AREA



Inches



Sq.ln. .1964



PRESSURE



P.S.L



Matco or Rosenhan 1/2 1,273 9/16 Cleveland 10-5 .2485 1,006 5/8 Cleveland 10-35 .3068 815 5/8 ACSA-110 .3068 815 Gerdes 5/8 .3068 815 Scott 2-5/16 4.2 131 NOTE: About 2% of Rosenhan brakes have 5/8" bores.



STROKE



DISPLACEMENT



inches



cubic inches



.875 1.25 1.2 1.5 1.5



.172 .311 .368 .460 .460 .80



Not Shown



1,006 p.s.i. acts upon this 1.767 inches and



puts a 1,778 Ib. force at the brake disk. This force is adequate to hold the aircraft at full power run-up, and to even skid the wheels if the brakes are applied too harshly when



moving. Some examples of brake system dimensions are shown elsewhere on this page. The first five examples could be used on aircraft similar to the Aero Sport, and are basically "high pressure" systems compared to the Scott type. The best thing is to use matched master cylinders and brake cylinders from the same manufacturer We assume a brake set up giving 250 Ibs. at the master cylinder.



The Scott comes with its own heel brake arm, which is about 5-1/2 inches long to a 1 inch arm for the lever arm from the arm itself to the cylinder. This gives it a 5.5 to 1 ratio. 550 Ibs. can be developed at the master cylinder, assuming a 100 Ib. pressure. We understand that one of our members



Brake master cylinders — left to right are Rosenhan, Cleveland and Gerdes. This Rosenhan cylinder has its own reservoir, while the others must be supplied with a reservoir. SPORT AVIATION 39
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tying it down at fly-ins would be a lot easier using this device. ... 3A32C Series. P21EA. D3A32C Series. P21EA. 3AF32C. P22EA. D3AF32C. P22EA. 3AF34C.
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sirable colors to paint an engine. For opti- ... cooling but the color of the paint doesn't. The second .... AGILEâ€” Light, smooth controls make aerobatics a joj.
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Inspecting the fit of tubing joints on the bottom side. (side nearest the plywood panel ... The angle finder makes for a more versatile device, however. FIGURE 2.
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Stress corrosion cracking. Filiform. AREAS/COMPONENTS. Skin frames/ribs/panels, etc. Attachments/fittings, subassemblies. Extrusions/castings, forgings.
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MAGNETO IS essentially a small AC generator, constructed so that the ... A typical 4 cylinder installation with a Bendix mag, (2 ..... Good Luck and Good Flying.
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sary but often expensive special tools needed to properly ... terials, tools or techniques they think would be of interest ... tool box in its 2" x 2" storage box.
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LIGHTWEIGHT WIND GENERATOR. By Chuck Larsen. EAA Designee Director. IVEN THE SIMPLEST of homebuilts and ultra- lights have been touched by ...
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time to make some repairs and repaint it, I decided to reskin all ... I read all of the FAA and EAA books and articles I could ... of scrap aluminum. I then examined it.
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Aircraft wood is best cut with sharp tools, and sandpaper ... EAA member John ... wood. The technician told him that those are fine as long as the dust is removed ...
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size and re-build and seal closed the box with DUCT. TAPE. (Greatest .... lease wax and a coat of P.V.A. film release. ... safety equipment and ventilation. A good ...
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A few miles from his home field he ran out of gas. ... who hasn't run out of gas or on some occasion had a low tank. ... It takes only one little bee to plug a vent.
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Now tape 3 or 4 sheets together lengthwise, depending on the length of the airfoil, keeping the lines nice and straight. Now, obtain the airfoil coordinates.
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item is taken care of by the manufacturer of both the engine and the mags. ... The breaker is set to open just after this point is reached. This is called the "E Gap ... time you have prop started an engine, the loud click you hear as you pass the ..
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thick fabric or short lengths of reinforc- ing tape between the stitches and to al- most completely eliminate any bumps from the stitches when hidden rib stitch-.
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over 650 feet per minute. How much prop thrust do you think you might be getting out of the. 115 hp, which is pulling you slowly into the "wild blue yonder." 550.
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you should use the rib drawing to deter- ... With this tool, the incidence along the wing (or wash-in and wash-out along the ... If you line up the trailing edge.
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and incorrect method of installation of this fitting. Very often, particularly on homebuilt aircraft, I have seen the incorrect mode of installation as shown in Il-.
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When starting the engine in my. Skybolt after a long storage period and minor overhaul, I could not get the Lycoming HIO-360 engine to run when I advanced the ...
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However, they do lighten up the ailer- ons! One of the first ... the World's Aircraft" for 1970-71, you will see the Zlin with ... Mike was a consultant for one of the.
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attached to ensure that they do stay in place. The propeller is primarily driven by the fric- tion between the rear propeller disk and the face of the prop extension ...
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DUCTED FAN OPERATION. Introduction: Why ... tailored to fit the power curve of an auto- derivative engine ... An F-16 with a v-8 or a rotary auto engine coupled.
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I P ORIGINAL RIB STITCH SPACING CANNOT BE DETERMINED, ... NG IN SLIf. i i i i. -SPA ... Tying the seine knot used in rib stitching can be tricky.
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The resin system to use when making molds is vinylester resin, which has a very low shrinkage rate. Do not use polyester resin â€” it has a high shrinkage rate.
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GM (see Hints For Homebuilders by. D. E. Baker, June 1992) and Chrysler need both ends of the field in the alter- nator available outside the alternator case.
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